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“Photography as Witness:  

The Syrian Refugee Crisis”  

 

(3 PHOTOS) 
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1.     “4 year old Hudea surrendering on camera”  

(photo by Osman Sagirli at the Atmeh refugee camp, December 2014) 

 

Her name is Hudea and she was just 4 years old when she was photographed by the 

Turkish photographer Osman Sagirli at the Atmeh refugee camp (December 2014). 

This photo is heartbreaking: Hadea is raising her hands in surrender as she mistakes 

the lens of the camera for a gun aiming at her… You can see the fear in her huge 

beautiful eyes, eyebrows and in the way she is holding her lips closed. One can't help 

but wonder what these beautiful eyes have witnessed and what an impact they will 

have on this child. Through the lens –she mistook for a gun- she is looking straight in 

our eyes, straight in our hearts and souls.... Hadea is one of the many Syrian children 

who have suffered in this crisis. Her father is said to have died by the bombing in 

Hama and her family (mother and two siblings) fled to the refugee camp at the 

borders of Turkey (at a distance of about 150 kms). 
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2. “Father holding in his arms and kissing/consoling his daughter 

under the rain on their way to Idomeni 

(borders between Greece and FYROM)” 

(photo taken by Yannis Behrakis for Reuters, September 2015) 

 

A photo taken by Greek photographer Yannis Behrakis for Reuters (September 2015). 

A Syrian father walking under the rain towards the village of Idomeni, near the 

borders between Greece and FYROM on their way to central Europe. The little girl 

tired and soaked wet seeks refuge in her father’s arms who is kissing her to console 

her. The father and his daughter are in the center of the photo, in the foreground and 

the only clear figures in the photo while the surroundings and background are blurry 

in order to make them the center of attention. All the other elements of the photo are 

just background for us (this could have happened anywhere and in this sense this 

father and his daughter serve as a universal picture of the refugee crises and they 

speak straight to the heart of every parent and child) and a blurry nightmarish memory 

for the protagonists. 
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3.     “3 year old Aylan Kurdi washed ashore…”  

(photo taken by Nilufer Demir near Bodrum, Turkey, September 2015) 

 

A shocking, iconic and influential photo (by photographer Nilufer Demir) that had a 

great impact on people all over the world. Three year old Aylan Kurdi was travelling 

from Turkey to Greece with his brother Galip, their mother Rehan and father 

Abdullah on an overloaded 15-foot rubber raft that capsized near the coast of Bodrum, 

Turkey. His body was found on September 2nd 2015. Although there were other 

people and children who had drowned or died in their effort to reach Europe before, 

the publication of this photo seems to have spoken to the heart of people who have 

seen the reality of the Syrian crisis and now the children that were drowning had a 

face. This caused a change of heart on how people reacted to the refugee crisis. 

People pressured their governments, singers dedicated songs to Aylan, famous people 

decided to give a home to Syrian families or even adopt a Syrian orphan child and of 

course many artists were moved and tried to raise awareness: 

http://www.buzzfeed.com/ryanhatesthis/humanity-washed-ashore#.axXkxw5W2G  

Many people parallel this photo’s influence to the ones we saw from the Holocaust 

and the concentration camps, the naked Vietnamese girl who was running crying 

because of the burns in her body, the photo of the Migrant Mother or Kevin Carter’s 

iconic photo of a Vulture Stalking a Child…. 

http://www.buzzfeed.com/ryanhatesthis/humanity-washed-ashore#.axXkxw5W2G

